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1.0 Executive Summary 
 
Sports Scholar is an educational business based in New York, New 
York, that is owned and operated by Thad Anderson and Zach McCann. 
Sports Scholar aims to educate children in grades 3-8 in math and 
literary skills through real-life, topical sports content delivered through 
a web and tablet program. This supplemental educational resource will 
work directly off the Common Core State Standards adopted by the 
majority of the United States. The revenue streams for this business 
will come by selling directly to parents, licensing content to schools, 
selling a sponsorship of the application, and providing unique 
educational content to children’s camps and tutoring programs. We 
hope to establish relationships with sports leagues, athletes and media 
entities, all of which can benefit financially while enhancing their 
brands among young people.   

We plan to reinvest all revenue back into the company until we are big 
enough to make significant profit. We’re committed to remaining 
financially responsible and keeping our cash flow positive after our 
initial startup costs, both for ourselves and potential investors. 

In order to reach our goals, we must complete the following actions: 

• Develop quality sports content that resonates with young sports 
fans, and build an infrastructure to regularly update the platform 
with real-life, topical content. 

 
• Create an experience that is intuitive, aesthetically pleasing and 

data-driven. It must be compatible with all major computers and 
tablets and easy to use for students, parents and teachers. 

 
• Form partnerships with sports leagues and/or an established 

media company, for both brand credibility and the use of their 
editorial content. 

 
• Raise awareness with school administrators, teachers and 

parents through targeted social marketing, digital media, 
education and sports events, and word of mouth. 

 
• Minimize our expenses, especially early in the process when 

projected revenue is difficult to project. 
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1.1 Mission 
 
Sports Scholar is an educational program for digital platforms designed 
to reinforce children’s math and literary skills through current, real-life 
sports content. All of our curriculum will be aligned with the Common 
Core State Standards adopted by 45 of the 50 states (as of the 2014-
15 school year). We hope to distinguish ourselves in the educational 
market as the go-to resource for parents and teachers hoping to 
capitalize on their children’s interest in sports as a teaching tool.   
 
1.2 Objectives 
 

1. Use relevant sports content to enforce fundamental skills in 
reading and mathematics for children in grades 3-8. 

 
2. Partner with an experienced developer to build the forward-

facing, full phase online program and backend content 
management system, so the teaching material can be quickly 
updated and students’ performance easily tracked. 

 
3. Form a partnership with a major, national sports media company 

– preferably ESPN, which we have a preexisting relationship with 
-- for use of its editorial content and statistics platform, as well 
as promotion and credibility. 

 
4. Build a personnel infrastructure for producing and creating new 

educational content, particularly in reading comprehension, on a 
regular basis. 

 
5. Contribute to the future of education with personalized, 

technology-driven content that caters to student interests and 
pushes their academic achievement. 

 
6. Increase Common Core testing performance for every Sports 

Scholar student. 
 
1.3 Keys to Success 
 

• Quality Content: We are nothing without content that connects 
with students, instructors and parents with ease and 
effectiveness. 

 
• Simplicity: We want our program to be simple and intuitive for 

students to use, and also importantly, for teachers and parents 
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to track their children’s progress. We want users to be able to 
feel comfortable in first-time use. 

 
• Marketing: Focus on a marketing campaign built on establishing 

relationships with key educational leaders and sports figures, 
reaching customers through social and creative avenues, and 
connecting with key journalists for editorial promotion.  

 
• Expenses: Keep our expenses low while funneling initial profits 

back into the company. Given the online nature of our business, 
our everyday overhead is minimal beyond bandwidth costs.  

 
• Return customers: We plan to incorporate a subscription 

model for periods as short as a month, enticing customers with a 
low-commitment option and keeping them with high-quality 
content.  

 
2.0 Startup summary 
 
In order to fund our full phase development, Sports Scholar seeks an 
investment from a strategic partner in exchange for a stake in the 
company. We are also open to an equity loan.  

The majority of this investment will be used to fund the full 
development of an interactive online program in partnership with a 
design and development agency.  

The first-phase and second-phase development of the website, based 
on the relationships we have within the industry, will cost in the 
neighborhood of $200,000. While this cost is high, we view it as 
essential to ensure that our application is both high-level functioning 
and aesthetically pleasing to the demographic we’re targeting. The 
cost is contingent on how comprehensive we want the first version of 
the application to be. We can create a simple app without extensive 
back-end data and user customization for the cheaper price, but our 
full vision of the application – including intricate user tracking and 
enhanced front-end functionality – would be on the higher end. 

We are looking for $500,000 in seed money to fund the first year of 
our operations, which will allow us to develop our full vision of the 
program and hit the ground running with strategic marketing 
initiatives. Additionally, it will allow Zach and Thad to work full-time on 
Sports Scholar, taking modest salaries far below what we’re making at 
our current jobs. 
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2.1 Company Ownership 
 
Sports Scholar was founded and is owned and operated by Thad 
Anderson and Zach McCann. 
 
2.2 Founder biographies 
 
Thad Anderson and Zach McCann have been friends since high school -
- Zach was recently the best man in Thad’s wedding -- and our trust, 
respect and companionship has remained strong as we have excelled 
in our respective fields. We believe our complementary backgrounds 
will serve as valuable resources to Sports Scholar in the short- and 
long-term. 
 
Thad is a middle school special education teacher with experience in 
self-contained, resource and inclusion settings. Thad graduated from 
Florida State University with a degree in political science and worked 
for a year at a residential center for children waiting for foster home 
placements in the Chicago area. In 2011, he was accepted to the 
teacher residency program through the Academy for Urban School 
Leadership. During the residency program, he trained in a self-
contained special education classroom and completed coursework for a 
Master's degree in teaching from National-Louis University in Chicago. 
Since completing his Master's of Teaching, he has been teaching 
reading and math for students with learning disabilities and behavior 
disorders at an elementary school in Chicago. Thad is looking to 
increase his ability to help students around the United States develop 
their skills in reading and math through Sports Scholar. 
 
Zach is a nationally publicized sports writer who has written for dozens 
of national outlets including ESPN.com, Sports Illustrated and the 
Associated Press. While at the University of Central Florida, he created 
one of the premier independent team websites in the NBA -- 
OrlandoMagicDaily.com -- and turned that into a job covering the 
Magic for the Orlando Sentinel in 2010, becoming one of the youngest 
NBA beat writers in the United States. After covering the team for 
nearly two years, he was hired by ESPN.com in early 2012 as a full-
time writer and editor in charge of the editorial content in several 
coverage areas. He now runs editorial operations for ONE World 
Sports, an up-and-coming global sports media company based in New 
York City, but is looking forward to turning his passion of sports 
writing into a way to better children’s lives and create a viable 
business.  
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3.0 Products 
 
Sports Scholar offers customers a web-based educational supplement, 
based on current sports journalism, on a subscription basis. Students 
with subscriptions to Sports Scholar are given math drills and reading 
passages with corresponding comprehension questions aligned to the 
new Common Core State Standards that have been adopted by 45 of 
50 states (as of the 2014-15 school year).  

With the literary and math content that Sports Scholar offers, teachers 
and parents can monitor and track the progress of each student 
toward the essential skills that have been laid out by the Common 
Core State Standards. Sports Scholar gives teachers and parents 
feedback that evaluates student strengths and areas of growth based 
on student responses to the web-based academic activities.  

Sports Scholar is currently looking for a source of content to tie 
directly to the subscription website and to use as a basis for the 
reading and math questions that students will be answering. With a 
content partnership, Sports Scholar keeps its operating costs low as 
the operators of the business create the academic content.  

4.0 Market Analysis Summary 
 
Sports Scholar’s customer base breaks down into three groups: 

• Parents of students in grades 3-8: This is a group looking for 
supplemental educational material for their students for a variety of 
possible reasons. Parents may be looking for work to continue to 
challenge their student outside of the school environment, or for a 
resource that will appeal to a student struggling in school and needs 
content that is tailored to their interest in sports. This is our target 
age – for now – because this is the age range most focused on 
standardized tests, and children before third grade are still learning 
letter sounds and phonics without expectations of comprehension. 
We are open to targeting high-school kids, but in this phase of our 
business, we have focused on grades 3-8. 

• School systems and individual schools: According to the 
National Center for Educational Statistics, 97 percent of teachers 
have one or more computers in their classroom every day. With this 
access to technology, school leaders and teachers are looking for 
ways to best use the technology they have access to. Sports 
Scholar offers these educators an opportunity to provide access to 
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educational content that is engaging and appeals to students with 
interest in sports.  

• Camps and tutoring programs: As a supplementary 
educational resource, much of Sports Scholar’s use will come 
outside of the classroom walls. Sports camps feature the exact 
children we’re targeting and could benefit from adding a learning 
element to their daily activities. And children involved with tutoring 
or after-school programs are generally either struggling with a 
specific skill or interested in extended their learning – both traits 
that make Sports Scholar a valuable resource. 

Sports Scholar is unique in that it is appealing to interests of students 
who range in age from 8 to 14, but sales of the product are driven by 
the purchasing power of parents, teachers and school administrators 
who have more means than the targeted demographic of the product.  

Many schools are recipients of grants and other forms of capital with 
the stipulation that the money be spent on educational technology. 
Sports Scholar certainly fits that profile, making it an attractive 
purchase for discerning administrators and teachers.  

4.1 Market Segmentation 

Our market is segmented by the role a potential purchaser plays in the 
life of a student, broken down in three main categories: 

• Parents: Parents of targeted children can purchase Sports 
Scholar directly for their child or children. This can be used as a 
supplemental education program at home or on breaks from 
school such as summer vacation. While individual parents 
represent the highest customer acquisition cost, they also offer 
the best per-child return for Sports Scholar. A breakdown of the 
market of students in the United States is below – there are 
nearly 13.8 million children in our target market.  

• School administrators: School administrators include 
principals, assistant principals and anyone else with the power to 
purchase educational materials for a school or network of 
schools. Not only do administrators possess the highest 
purchasing power, they give us the opportunity to put Sports 
Scholar in front of the most children. 
 

• Teachers: While an entire school or network of schools may not 
purchase Sports Scholar, the product will also be offered to 
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individual teachers. Some teachers are reimbursed for 
supplemental tools, and even if they aren’t, our pre-classroom 
price is low enough where some teachers may pay out of pocket. 

 
In the graphics below, we break down the overall size of our student 
market in relation to their interest in sports. The survey was published 
in ESPN The Magazine in July 2013.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Students	   3rd	  grade	   4th	  grade	   5th	  grade	   6th	  grade	   7th	  grade	   8th	  grade	   Total	  
Public	  	   3,707,772	   3,646,896	   3,629,079	   3,613,521	   3,652,623	   3,691,795	   21,941,686	  
Private	  	   588,080	   588,080	   588,080	   588,080	   588,080	   588,080	   3,528,480	  
Home	   177,700	   177,700	   177,700	   177,700	   177,700	   177,700	   1,066,200	  
Total	   4,473,552	   4,412,676	   4,394,859	   4,379,301	   4,418,403	   4,457,575	   26,536,366	  
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4.2 Industry Analysis 
 
Being in the growing industry of web-based educational programs, our 
primary competitors are the other supplemental programs catered to 
individual students. While there are other web-based educational 
programs available with the subscription model, and soon to be many 
more as the Common Core State Standards define success in the U.S. 
education system, none of them are specifically sports-based to reach 
the large demographic of students -- more than 50 percent, according 
to the ESPN study seen on the previous page -- who say that sports 
are a big part of their lives. Additionally, while there are numerous 
sites that offer educational content online, no one is updating that 
content daily with current news, as Sports Scholar does. We have 
heavily researched other web-based education tools to learn what 
works best for children and their caregivers – our favorites are Ticket 
to Read and Learning A-Z, and we are confident Sports Scholar will 
match the quality and depth of those comparable web-based 
educational program while catering to a specific group of children.  
 
We also view big book corporations and large-scale online education 
companies as competitors, although they are more focused on being 
accessible to every child rather than children with specific interests.  
 
4.3 Competition and Buying Patterns 
 
The content of Sports Scholar is created for use by students in grades 
three through eight. Sports Scholar is unique in that its content is 
derived from up-to-date material related to the major American 
professional and college sports. Sports Scholar’s content is designed to 
engage students who identify with the impact of sports on their lives 
and are looking for ways to engage in educational content that is 
tailored to those interests.  

Our customers will choose Sports Scholar for a few specific reasons. 
First, our content appeals to a large segment of the student population 
in the United States, as noted above. More than half (52 percent) of 
American students claim that sports are a large part of their lives, and 
through Sports Scholar, students can learn from real-world sports 
content that is constantly updated to maintain its relevance. Many 
students are already accessing the type of content that Sports Scholar 
offers, but through Sports Scholar, those with an interest in the 
academic development of these students will have a way to turn that 
interest in sports into an academic tool that will develop these 
students as readers and mathematicians.  
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Secondly, Sports Scholar comes at a price point that is reasonable for 
all interested parties, while other supplemental education tools can be 
prohibitively expensive, especially for teachers and schools. The per-
school and per-classroom price of a yearly Sports Scholar subscription 
falls below our key competitors while still remaining valuable to us. 
And while our per-student price offers us a better return, the low entry 
point of $4.95 for an individual student allows customers to try Sports 
Scholar without making a large investment. We believe the quality and 
educational return of Sports Scholar will keep customers with us.  

Finally, while some web-based educational tools can be difficult to 
access, manage and utilize, Sports Scholar prides itself on simplicity 
and ease of use. At Sports Scholar, we understand that students, 
teachers and parents are not motivated to use a resource that is 
unnecessarily complicated. Therefore, we maintain a commitment to 
making sure that our content and services are easy and fun to use. 

5.0 Strategy and Implementation Summary 

The strategy of Sports Scholar focuses on the following goals: 

• We aim to market the site to consumers using many digital 
tools, but primarily social media, where we will target our 
marketing toward parents who express an interest in their 
children’s sports. We have budgeted money for the networks with 
the most parents: Pinterest, Facebook and targeted blogs. 
Additionally, we will utilize access to prominent athletes to help 
both of our brands through digital media. 

 
• We aim to establish strategic relationships with sports leagues, 
media companies, athletes and journalists that we hope will use 
their platforms to promote the fact that their work is helping 
children learn. Many relationships of this type have already begun 
through our previous careers. 

 
• We aim to build trust with our users so they will renew their 
subscriptions with Sports Scholar year over year. We will do this by 
providing a quality product that helps children perform better 
aligned with Common Core reading and math skills. 

 
• We aim to bring our product directly to consumers in locations 
they already frequent, such as youth sports events -- Little League 
tournaments and Pop Warner Saturdays, for example – and 
education expos, where school administrators research new ideas. 
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5.1 Competitive Edge 
 
The competitive edge of Sports Scholar is that our educational content 
has two unique traits: One, it’s geared specifically toward sports, and 
two, it’s updated with current events so the information is constantly 
new. There are no other educational tools that specialize in this 
specific blend of content, and there are no Common Core programs of 
this magnitude that update regularly with real-life news stories. 
Additionally, our program will be fun, simple and feedback-oriented, 
making it a quality experience for students, parents and teachers 
comparable with anything on the market. We understand that any 
supplemental educational tool must be in line with the Common Core 
Standards, and our content will cater directly to them. 

Another competitive edge is the relevant backgrounds of Sports 
Scholar’s founders, Thad Anderson and Zach McCann (us). We believe 
the teaching expertise of Thad and the national sports presence of 
Zach will help Sports Scholar in the short- and long-term. 

5.2 Marketing Strategy 
 
The key to our marketing strategy is targeting our efforts toward a 
very specific set of people: Parents with kids between ages 8 and 14 
who like sports, and teachers and administrators with the capacity to 
spend money on supplemental learning tools. There are a number of 
ways we plan to reach these demographics. 

We intend to build followings and purchase targeted advertising on 
Facebook (the social media network with the highest volume of people, 
and which we can acquire followers at about 20 cents per person) and 
Pinterest (where users spend the most money, and 50 percent of users 
have children). Both of these networks skew female, the gender with 
the most purchasing power when it comes to children. We have money 
budgeted for these strategies contingent on an investment. We will 
also reach out to specific journalists whose stories we’ve used as 
content, many of which we already share professional relationships 
with, in hopes that they will share it with their followers. 

By connecting with specific writers and websites, we aim to build our 
brand through editorial content. The uniqueness of our product allows 
us to pursue several different avenues. We will target Mom blogs, 
many of which have a wide reach and cater specifically to the 
demographic we’re pursuing: Mothers trying to be better parents. We 
will target sports writers, who will hopefully find it interesting that their 
livelihood is being used to better children’s lives, and whose readers 
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are mostly male sports fans, many of whom pass on their love of 
sports to their children. We will target educational media companies, 
who will hopefully find the quality and distinctiveness of Sports Scholar 
appealing. We already share personal relationships with many people 
within these avenues. 

We will establish relationships with sports leagues, media companies 
and athletes. We possess the contacts and the means to connect with 
business development people at such media companies as ESPN, 
Sports Illustrated, and Turner Sports, as well as prominent sports 
leagues like the NBA, NFL and MLB – all of which can enhance our 
legitimacy and customer reach. Additionally, and importantly, we know 
the process of reaching professional athletes through their agents and 
personal handlers. Because being involved with our company is a good 
public relations move, we believe we can use these sports’ figures wide 
reach to grow awareness and earn new customers. While the specifics 
of such arrangements will depend on what deals we can strike while 
operational, these different entities feature devoted sports fans from 
coast to coast. 

We will reach out to programs that already have access to children: 
camps and tutoring programs. One of our first marketing initiatives 
when we are functional is to provide Sports Scholar to sports camps. 
This will be mutually beneficial: A basketball camp, for example, can 
now say it provides an educational element while remaining 
basketball-oriented, and Sports Scholar will benefit by getting in front 
of children and advertising to their parents.  

We will direct market or purchase strategic sponsorships at places 
where parents of young sports fans already exist. We want to set up 
tents at Little League and soccer tournaments, passing out 
informational material and perhaps setting up demos for children. We 
will attend education expos to demonstrate our value to school 
decision-makers while also connecting and interacting with the best in 
the industry. 

Our last and most important strategy is the most unpredictable: word-
of-mouth and viral marketing. We want our product to be so good that 
parents, teachers and students tell their colleagues, friends and 
acquaintances about Sports Scholar. And we want to make our content 
easily shareable for parents and students on their social networks. 
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5.3 Sales Strategy 
 
The key to sales at Sports Scholar is to earn our customers’ trust, as 
our livelihood is dependent on their renewal of subscriptions. Many of 
our customers will purchase our product at the low entry point of 
$4.95 per month, so if we don’t prove our content will make a child a 
better student, we stand to receive very little from that student’s 
money handlers. 

Our sales focus on two categories of sales: direct to parents, and 
direct to schools. 

• Direct to parents: We believe our unique content allows us to 
charge parents more than we do schools, while still remaining 
affordable. At $4.95 per student per month, $12.99 per student for 
the summer, $29.99 per student per school year, or $39.99 per 
student for the entire year, neither of those price points will scare 
off potential customers. Because the cost of an entire school year 
is so low, we hope many parents purchase the yearly plan to save 
money in the long run. But we understand we must constantly 
prove ourselves with monthly customers. 
 
• Direct to schools: Because our content is supplementary and 
doesn’t intend to connect with every student, our price point is 
lower than some comparable programs. We intend to charge 
$59.99 per classroom per school year (up to 40 students), and 
$29.95 for half of the year. For schools, we will charge between 
$299.99 and $499.99 per school, depending on the school size. We 
will also charge all schools $99.99 for summers.  

	  
At this stage of our business, our sales efforts are aimed to bring in 
customers and gain their trust, and we believe these price points strike 
a proper balance. We will offer free trials and a free first week of 
school in an effort to hook new customers, who could then pay us for 
years to come.  

Additionally, when our customer base grows to an appropriate level, 
we intend to sell unobtrusive advertisements within the application, 
with respect to the fact that customers are already paying money. This 
may mean a strategic sponsorship, in accordance with FTC guidelines, 
with a brand seeking the attention of children in our demographic. 

We also intend to increase the prices as we develop further features 
and functionality into the web application. 
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5.4 Sales Forecast 
 
Our sales forecast is conservative because, while we feel confident 
Sports Scholar will sell once potential customers gain awareness, 
startup marketing is difficult to project. 

Initially, our primary expense of sales and customer acquisition will be 
targeted social media advertising and presence at specific events, 
although we will look to initiate key partnerships with sports entities, 
as well as marketing at sporting events and educational expos, that 
can help increase awareness of Sports Scholar. 

We envision a growth in the following years as awareness of our 
product grows and supplemental education programs continue to 
expand in the U.S. school system. 

We believe the first sales forecast represents the floor for our revenue 
in our first year in operation, with just and puts us in position to 
become a real player in the education market in our second year. In 
the second chart, we see the revenue we can create if we reach the 
attainable goal of 10,000 individual subscriptions, which is still just a 
small percentage of the market share. And the final chart is an 
optimistic projection – although we still feel it to be reachable -- if we 
can garner 30,000 individual subscriptions, which would be positive for 
our future growth.  

Please note that 30,000 individual customers is still just a 0.2 percent 
share of our potential market. When we reach 7 percent market share 
– or 500,000 users, a number our competitors are at – our yearly 
revenue grows to more than $22 million. 
 
 
 

First-‐year	  pricing	   Monthly	   School	  year	   Summer	   Full	  year	  
Individual	  child	   $4.95	  	   $29.99	  	   $12.99	  	   $39.99	  	  
Classroom	   N/A	   $59.99	  	   $19.99	  	   N/A	  
School	  (<200)	   N/A	   $299.99	   $99.99	   $249.99	  
School	  (201-‐300)	   N/A	   $349.99	   $99.99	  	   $399.99	  
School	  (301-‐400)	   N/A	   $399.99	   $99.99	   $459.99	  
School	  (401-‐500)	   N/A	   $449.99	   $99.99	  	   $549.99	  
School	  (500+)	   N/A	   $599.99	   $99.99	  	   $549.99	  
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5.5 Milestones 
 
The Milestones table for Sports Scholar juggles multiple initiatives at 
once, all of which lead to our goal of a beta version of the program on 
November 1, 2014. Our initial development consists of a few major 
milestones: 

1. Completing the Business Plan: We feel an organized and 
thorough business plan is essential to success.  

 
2. Locking down an investor: We are only a few years out of 
college and do not possess enough capital to fund the continuation 
of this business ourselves. We are seeking an investor to fund the 
startup of this company -- most of which will go toward hiring an 
experienced and capable developer -- for a percentage of the 
company. Depending on the terms of the deal, we are open to 
either an equity purchase or a business equity loan. 

3. Partnering with a developer: Because of the complexity of 
the website application we envision, we must partner with an 
experienced programmer to design the application. We prefer to 

Realistic	   Subscriptions	   Revenue	  
Parents	   10,000	   $377,215	  
Teachers	   200	   $11,998	  
Schools	   100	   $39,999	  
Total	  students	   46,800	   $429,212	  

Pessimistic	   Subscriptions	   Revenue	  
Parents	   5,000	   $188,607	  	  
Teachers	   150	   $8,998	  
Schools	   75	   $29,999	  
Estimate	   32,600	   $248,605	  

Optimistic	   Subscriptions	   Revenue	  
Parents	   30,000	   $1,118,100	  
Teachers	   500	   $29,995	  
Schools	   250	   $114,997	  
Total	  students	   122,000	   $1,263,092	  
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work with a firm that has proven its ability to create high quality 
program in this space. We have talked with many interested firms. 

 
4. Forming a media company partnership: We must find an 
established partner to provide us media content once we are 
operational. A well-known partnership will also give us credibility 
with investors and developers. 
 
5. Launching the prototype version of our program: We are 
targeting November 1, 2014, as the date Sports Scholar will be 
operational under a prototype. This target date gives us time to 
market in the early months of the 2014-15 school year. 

 
 
5.6 Long-term scalability 
 
The majority of this plan focuses on the startup and first-year vision 
for Sports Scholar, but we believe there are avenues for scaling this 
business beyond what we’re currently focused on. The following 
initiatives are part of our long-term plans to grow the business once 
we’ve reached our financial goals and become a profitable business. 

• Moving beyond sports: Obviously, many children are 
passionate about subjects outside of sports, and we intend to build 
an infrastructure to further personalize learning into a variety of 
subjects. The model of targeting a specific interest and updating 
the content with new information lends itself to branches such as 
“News Scholar,” “Music Scholar,” “Movie Scholar” and “Art 
Scholar,” for example. We can personalize to the point that 
students are receiving math problems related to their favorite 
music artists or TV shows. Moving beyond sports is something we 
have extensively discussed and are open to pursuing. 

 
• Exploring key partnerships: As the childhood obesity 
epidemic gains steam at the federal level, legislation is coming to 
change the way large corporations market to children. Given our 
relationship to sports and athletics, we believe this lends us 

Milestone	   Start	  date	   Deadline	   Budget	   Manager	   Department	  
Business	  plan	   N/A	   N/A	   $0	  	   Thad/Zach	   Management	  
Find	  an	  investor	   1/1/15	   2/28/15	   $0	  	   Thad/Zach	   Management	  
Decide	  on	  developer	   1/1/15	   2/28/15	   $0	  	   Thad/Zach	   Management	  
Media	  partnership	   1/1/15	   4/30/15	   $0	  	   Thad/Zach	   Management	  
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potential to position ourselves as a brand that is good for children. 
We could partner with a restaurant or consumer packaged goods 
company to provide sample material or a booklet of content, for 
example. While the specifics of this marketing strategy are not a 
priority right now, we intend to explore this avenue of revenue and 
promotion -- perhaps sooner than later. 
 
• Expanding to high school: We are focusing our efforts on 
grades 3-8 for several reasons. First, we wanted to target the 
students whose success is focused on standardized tests each 
year. Those are generally grades 3-8 across the country. Secondly, 
supplemental tools are used more with children in this age range, 
as opposed to high school. And we didn’t want to spread ourselves 
too thin early in the process. But we believe that expanding to high 
school curriculum is a natural progression for our business once it 
is profitable. Beyond the straightforward reading and vocabulary 
viability with older kids, there’s potential to use sports content to 
explain and reinforce complex math principles such as algebra, 
statistics, trigonometry and more. 

 
• Creating after-school programs and camps: Providing 
unique content to sports camps is something we’re not pursuing off 
the bat, but we believe creating our own camps and programs that 
mix sports and our educational content is an avenue to create 
revenue and establish Sports Scholar among young people.  

 
 
6.0 Management Summary 
 
The management of Sports Scholar is very simple as the company is 
owned and operated by just two people, Thad Anderson and Zach 
McCann. The company is in the process of finding a financial partner to 
provide an investment in the company for an exchange of a 
percentage of ownership, or a business equity loan. We would prefer 
this partner to be strategic, someone who will also provide input and 
tactic to the development of our business. 

We have no immediate plans to hire any additional staff, but plan to 
do so when our financial situation necessitates an expansion. Before 
hiring additional staff, the current owners of the company would move 
to work full-time on Sports Scholar, thereby keeping costs as low as 
possible. 
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6.1 Personnel Plan 
 
Thad Anderson and Zach McCann are the only planned employees for 
Sports Scholar. Contingent on investment, we will be taking a modest 
salary until revenues have grown to a level to responsibly increase our 
compensation. Until then, neither Thad nor Zach intend to collect any 
additional salary for the foreseeable future, as the plan is to reinvest 
all profits back into the company.  

7.0 Financial Plan 
 
At the outset, Sports Scholar’s expenses will consist of first- and 
second-phase application development, server costs and website 
hosting, as well as administrative and strategic marketing costs. We 
have projected our first-year costs contingent on an investment. That 
projection is available along with this business plan. 

We want to remain profitable and keep a positive cash flow by 
remaining as fiscally responsible as possible. We expect our sales to be 
a gradual build, as our partnerships, social marketing and return 
customers help our sales rise steadily. Additionally, we intend to start 
at a lower price point than our practicing price point in an effort to 
attract new customers. We hope this attitude benefits long-term. 

7.1 Important Assumptions 

The Financial Plan for Sports Scholar makes the following 
assumptions: 

• We will be able to generate traffic for our website through our 
strategic marketing methods. 

 
• We will be able to form a partnership with a content provider 
(ESPN, Yahoo, etc.) to be able to use real-world content at a low 
cost. 

 
• Students will remain interested in sports enough to be intrigued 
by the ability to use sports as an academic tool. 

 
• School administrators, teachers and parents will continue to seek 
out and invest in academic tools that prepare their students for 
both Common Core Standards and the general application of 
academic skills. 
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7.2 Break-even Analysis 

Because of our relatively predictable overhead, our break-even 
analysis is calculable. We intend to earn the majority of our revenue 
through sales of Sports Scholar subscriptions in our first year. Since 
we create material that is used by all of the users of our product, and 
that material will be the same no matter what number of subscribers 
we have, our costs for producing content will not greatly fluctuate, at 
least until our growth necessitates us to adapt. Our costs will come 
exclusively from website application maintenance, marketing and 
expansion. Because of this, our profit margins are quite high, and the 
margins grow as our user base grows.  

Our fixed costs are relatively low. This accounts for our website 
hosting, server costs, miscellaneous bills and expenses (such as legal 
fees, conference costs, and travel expenses), marketing (largely social 
media based, leveraged from Zach’s background in digital media, to 
keep our cost of customer acquisition as low as possible) and upkeep 
of our site. 

7.3 Projected Operation Cost 

Sports Scholar expects to have a healthy net profit due to our low 
monthly expenses, content partnership, and limitation to two 
employees, who will both take a fair salary – well below what they are 
currently making – in the first year.  

We expect to approach net profit in our first year, which will be used to 
reinvest money back into the company for expansion and to repay an 
investor, depending on the investment agreed upon. 

Our projections for the first year assume an investment from an 
interested party. A considerable portion of the investment will go 
toward developing the interactive web application, of which the 
framework is already built. Additionally, Zach and Thad will each take 
a fair salary so they can work on Sports Scholar full-time, and an 
allocated amount of money will be spent on marketing, as well. A 
detailed look at the specific costs of our first-year operations is 
available upon request. 
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8.0 Development Summary 
 
The Sports Scholar web application and adjoining website are the focus 
of our operation, as that is where customers will access the program. 

The website will have a very simple design, with most of the pages 
working as promotional material. The heavy lifting will be in the actual 
Sports Scholar program, which will be accessible through the 
homepage and login page of the website.  

This program will be clean, simple and cool. It will be easy to use for a 
child of any age. The home interface will be a sports locker that is 
customizable through reading and math achievements. A user can win 
trophies, jerseys, sports cards, equipment, shoes, clothing and more 
to decorate his or her locker. From the locker interface, there will be 
options to enter reading and math exercises, which will take the user 
to a different screen. The reading and math exercise screen will 
feature a variety of exercises that are linear and easy to follow (while 
still challenging to the user!).  

There are additional notes on our vision for the program outside of this 
business plan.  

A content management system will accompany the program so Thad 
and Zach can intuitively and quickly update the educational content in 
the program. As there will be a high volume of content for Thad and 
Zach to procure on a daily basis, this will be straightforward and 
succinct. 

The back end of the website will be as simple as possible, but highly 
data driven. We’ll have an interface of each child registered with 
Sports Scholar, with easily accessible user statistics. We will keep 
track of every exercise a child does so we can report large-scale 
statistics and use that data to better our program. We will keep a log 
of every parent’s information so they can receive a weekly report of 
their child’s progress, and also receive operational updates from us. 

8.1 Website Marketing Strategy 
 
The Sports Scholar website will follow many of the same marketing 
strategies as the business in general: 

1. Social media presence: We intend to be highly involved in 
targeted social media tools to promote awareness and also build 
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our search engine standing. While SEO is not a major priority for 
us -- we feel we’re building a new market that won’t necessarily 
benefit from typical education search words -- it is still a 
consideration. 
 
2. Site partnering: Beyond our partnership with a major media 
sports website, we intend to be friendly with other educational 
websites that are not a direct threat to our customer base. 
However, we will be very selective about who we partner with, as 
we don’t want to risk customers clicking elsewhere. 
 
3. Word of Mouth: Our business will thrive on bringing quality 
content to our children, and we hope their parents and teachers 
tell each other how much it helps their young sports fans in real 
life and on their social media channels. 

8.2 Development Requirements  
 
The development requirements for our website fall into three distinct 
phases: 

1. Front End: We have created a website during our initial alpha 
phase -- located at www.sports-scholar.com -- but we are focused 
on a redesign when Sports Scholar becomes fully operational. We 
want the front-facing design of the website to be clean and simple, 
with our mission and the login button easy to find. 
 
2. Back End: The back end of the website, and particularly the 
program, will be connected and full of data. We want the CMS to 
be well organized and easy to comprehend, because in time we will 
accumulate an incredibly high amount of content that could be 
difficult to navigate. We want to track the progress of every 
student, and we want the back end interface for each student to be 
intuitive to comprehend.  
 
3. Content creation: Thad and Zach will create new content for 
the website each week. They will procure stories for each grade 
level, particularly in the higher grades, and write reading 
comprehension questions, vocabulary quizzes, and other Common 
Core literacy skill exercises relevant to the current sports 
landscape. We will also create math problems aligned with 
Common Core standards, but those will be updated less often, 
instead dealing with more evergreen content such as career 
leaders and individual games.  
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8.3 Content Strategy 

In order to be a valuable education resource for students, Sports 
Scholar is committed to ensuring all of its content possesses the 
following traits. 
 

•  Common Core aligned: Sports Scholar’s content is unique in 
its appeal to a major area of interest for its users and for the rate 
at which it is updated, but also because of its alignment with the 
Common Core State Standards. As states adopt and implement 
these standards, it is paramount that any educational tool be in 
alignment with the standards to prepare students to be college and 
career ready. From the outset, Sports Scholar has committed itself 
to being Common Core aligned and that commitment is 
demonstrated through all content in both reading and math. 
 
•  Fit for all reading levels: In reading, passages are written and 
edited to be of appropriate text complexities. This means that texts 
increase in difficulty as measured by Lexile Framework for 
Reading. While all passages are measured through the Lexile 
Framework, there is also a range of complexity amongst the 
passages for each grade level so that students of all ability levels 
can access plenty of activities in reading. All levels of text 
complexity are based on the new “Stretch” Lexile Band that has 
been developed in order to make sure texts are pushing students 
to be college and career ready by the end of high school.  
 
•  Transparent for teachers and parents: One of the 
advantages of Sports Scholar is that teachers and parents will see 
on a report the level of text complexity for the passages read by 
their student(s). This can be hugely important, particularly for 
teachers to be able to collect data on their students current levels 
of performance in reading and to know how to proceed in their 
instruction. Additionally, Common Core Standard 10 for Reading 
Informational Text in grades 3-8 states that students should be 
able to read at the high end of the appropriate grade level 
complexity band. Sports Scholar’s focus on text complexity aids 
students in reaching that goal. 
 
•  Vertically aligned: Every reading passage has comprehension 
questions that are aligned with the Common Core standards, 
particularly those related to informational text, since a lot of Sports 
Scholar’s content comes from real-life events. One of the 
advantages to creating content based on the Common Core 
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Standards is that the standards are vertically aligned so that they 
build off of each other from year to year. For example, one of the 
standards in Grade 3 is that students will be able to “Determine 
the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how 
they support the main idea.” By Grade 8, that standard has 
expanded to “Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its 
development over the course of the text, including its relationship 
to supporting ideas; provide an objective summary of the text.” 
While this standard obviously becomes more complex as it moves 
through the grade levels, it still retains the essence of the original 
concept of “main” or “central” idea of text. Through extensive 
study of the Common Core standards, Sports Scholar’s creators 
have established a base of content and they are able to easily 
expand that content. 
 
•  Mathematically efficient: In addition to the high quality 
reading exercises created by Sports Scholar, we also pride 
ourselves on our Common Core aligned math content. Common 
Core math standards do differ more from grade to grade than 
reading standards, but Sports Scholar is nonetheless able to 
address the needs of all grade levels. Sports content easily lends 
itself to math problems in the areas of measurement and data 
(standards for grades 3-5) as well as statistics and probability 
(standards for grades 6-8). While reading content will be updated 
weekly based on recent events in the world of sports, math content 
will be created weekly but will also be more evergreen because of 
the more complex nature of the development of math content. 
Because math content won’t necessarily be predicated on the most 
recent updates of the sports world, Sports Scholar can develop 
math content at any time and create a large reserve of math 
content. 

 
How will we produce this content in the long-term? While we have 
already begun penning evergreen base content, our long-term process 
is fluid and dependent on what partnership we can strike with a 
content provider. If, for example, we reach a deal with ESPN, then 
we’d rely on ESPN for the bulk of our topical reading content, which we 
would repurpose. For the foreseeable future, and coming from writing 
backgrounds, we intend on procuring and creating all content 
ourselves. 
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8.4 Development Outline 
 
We have created an outline for the development of our application, 
including a user flow chart, site map, and user experience wireframes. 
Additionally, a clickable PDF is available either with this document or 
upon request. Sketches of our crucial wireframes are below. 
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A. Reading dashboard, pre-questions: This is the interface 
students will see when accessing a reading exercise. Once they have 
read the passage, they can click on the right to pull up the questions. 
The questions will show in the right frame, with the passage still 
available on the left frame. 
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B. Reading dashboard, post-questions: This is the page students 
will see after they have answered all of the questions. They can click 
on each individual question to see the correct answer. In future phases 
of the application, we hope to add more detailed statistics to this page. 
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C. Content dashboard: This is the dashboard where students can 
access the different pieces of content. On the left is a guide where 
students can access any assignment via sport, type, or search. The 
right is the dynamic part of the page, where students can find topics 
that are trending – this will be constantly updated – and assignments 
geared specifically toward the student based on their interests and 
performance. 
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D. Admin dashboard: Here’s an example of the back-end of the 
application, where administrators can access detailed information 
about who’s using the application.  
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E. Admin dashboard, exercise upload: A clean Content 
Management System is crucial to our operation because we must be 
able to quickly and easily upload new assignments. Below is our sketch 
for what our upload page will look like.  

 

END OF BUSINESS PLAN 


